
RaceStats is a report for each meeting which provides a summary of each runner based 
on Neurals and other statistics.

Each race of the selected meeting can be looked at using a number of ratings displayed on 
the RaceStats sheet. 

Horses in the race field receive various ratings figures based on a number of variables 
including their current form, jockey and trainer, plus a runners ability over the event 
distance, track, with a particular weight and in rain affected going.

Combined with a number of other ratings, these figures result in two Neural ratings for 
each horse in the race, one for dry conditions another for wet.

At the bottom of every table a RaceStats sheet contains top ranked runners from nine 
ratings groups.



RACESTATS EXPLANATIONS

RaceStats Panel Information

Statistics Section
WT Weight to be carried in the race
BP Barrier position

W% Overall career winning percentage
P% Overall career place percentage

S Overall career starts
$PS Average prizemoney per start
PM Performance Margin

Average margin a horse is beaten each race.
YPM Year Performance Margin

Average margin a horse is beaten by at each start over the past 12 
months

DLR Days since last run
LS Losing sequence
ST Overall strike rate rating for jockey and trainer respectively
LT Course strike rate for jockey and trainer respectively
Crs Winning percentage at the track 

The amount of starts the runner has had at the course sits next to the 
main figure in smaller text.

CPM Course Performance Margin
Average margin a horse is beaten by each time they have run at the 
track.

DIS Winning percentage over distance
The amount of starts the runner has had at the distance sits next to 
the main figure in smaller text.

DPM Distance Performance Margin
The average margin a horse is beaten by each time they have run of 
the distance.

SI Winning percentage over Slow going
The amount of starts the runner has had in Slow going sits next to 
the main figure in smaller text.

SPM Slow going Performance Margin
The average margin a horse is beaten by at each start on Slow 
going.

Hvy Winning percentage over Heavy going
The amount of starts the runner has had in Heavy going sits next to 
the main figure in smaller text.

HPM Heavy going Performance Margin
The average margin a horse is beaten by at each start on Heavy 
going.

Neurals Section



CP Career Form Rating
Based on the horses overall career record

CF Current Form Rating
Based on a horses latest form

Tim
JA Jockey Rating
TA Trainer Rating
JT Jockey/Trainer combination rating

Based on results when jockey and trainer combine for a ride
BP Barrier Position Rating

WT Wet Track Rating
Based on a horses past performances on Slow and Heavy going

Crs Course Rating
Rating derived from a horses record at the track.

Dis Distance Rating
Rating derived from a horses record at the distance.

$ Prizemoney Rating
Rating calculated on prizemoney earnings.

DLR Days Since Last Run Rating
Rating based on the days since a horses last run.

NN Normal Conditions Neural
Neural used for when racing on Good and Dead surfaces

WN Wet Conditions Neural
Neural used for when racing on Slow and Heavy surfaces.


